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~, As suggested by the subtitle, Kenneth Saltman's expose of Edison Schools makes no attempt to Katrina and Rita ~~~ 

What Can the United States Learn from ,. 
disguise its opposition to the largest for-profit educational management organization (EMO) in the International Experiences with 

I United States. Saltman, however, does not believe that the privatization of American public schools Education in Displacement? ~ 
ml' ~ R I is the result of a "conspiracy of overfed cigar-puffing men in three piece suits." Aiming to be FROM TliE EDITORS ~ 

~ · "radically hopeful rather than sniping and cynical," Saltman chronicles the founding of the Interview: u.S. Secretary of ~ 
N company, assesses its performance, and ultimately seeks to transform the terms with which the Education Margaret Spellings {full h 
N successes and failures of the privatization movement are measured. While Saltman hopes that his text) ~ 
r book will help dissenting parents and students in the event that an Edison school is proposed in ll 
~~ i their community, his primary purpose is to elevate the debate over corporate schooling by Gender Differences in Factors ~~ 
~. 

1
1 highlighting "the role that public schooling plays in a vibrant democracy." Leading to College Enrollment , ~ 

P, A Longitudinal Analysis " 
rl i ~1 t1 I MARIA ESTELA ZARATE AI<D RONAI.D 

~ 
1 Inspired by the voucher and charter school movements of the 1990s, forty-seven EMOs were GAWMORE ~ ··I .. operating as of 2003. Edison and other EMOs persuaded school districts that they could provide ~ 1 Youth Radio and the Pedagogy of ~ 

;i j effective and efficient administration. EMOs promised to out perform publicly run schools and Collegiality ~ 

~ I turn a profit by centralizing bureaucracy, generating economies of scale, and hiring low-cost, ELISASETli SOEP AI<D YMAN OlAVEZ l ~ 
~ 1 nonunion labor. Edison also sought to increase its allure by pledging laptop computers for each \1 
~ I . d I ch I Similarity and Superunknowns r M l student, dual-language instruction, increased parent mvolvement, an onger s oo days. ~u~:~nc::; ~~~~~enge.s of I J 
~ I The Edison Schools argues that the company has failed to provide high-quality education. Many of ,. ~.; 
l~: .. l 1

1

, the company's selling points, such as free laptops and bilingual instruction, were abandoned when RALF ST. CLAIR I ~ 
, Editor's Review: We Are All the ,. 

they were found to be too expensive. To further support his criticism, Saltman cites research ·' 
l Same by Jim Wooten '1 

fl i revealing the poor standardized test performance of many Edison schools. He suggests that i U 1J PRlYA G. NAI.KUR ,., tl generous media coverage allowed the company to continue to make contracts with school systems 1 { 

~'.11!1 even as it struggled to educate children and earn profits. Editor's Review: Adolescent Boys ~~·.,.·.·. 
~ edited by Niobe Way and Judy Y. r; 
\1 Edison Schools aims its most heartfelt criticiSm at the question of whether students and the nation Chu ~ 
H UONEl c. HOWARD ., 
" are best served by public or corporate education providers. Saltman believes that assessing Edison H 
~ solely in terms of test scores overlooks an essential feature of for-profit schooling -.the elimination Book Notes ~ 
~~ of schools as preserves of democratic exploration and critical thinking. Saltman bases this critique H 
a largely on his analysis of the highly structured Success for All and Everyday Mathematics curricula :,:l B ~Ed~~~ • ii prescribed by Edison. Not only does Saltman question the academic efficacy of these curricula, but BY KENNeTH SALTMAN j:

11 1i he suggests that their canned question-and-answer sequences leave no room for criticism of the M 
[l status quo. Saltman doubts if Edison would ever promote this sort of classroom environment, since Vocabulary Instruction (! 
'l EDITED BY JAMES BAUMAN AI<D EDWARD >l 
P, the company is a mainstream corporate institution and "institutions do not commit suicide." KAME'ENUI ll 
~ , 
lJ,i In later sections, Saltman provides case studies of Edison failures. After being billed as the ~h!~~=;'lith Ed Schools ~~(.i .. , 
~ company's flagship school, the Boston Renaissance charter school severed its relationship with ~ 

[i Edison after its test scores sagged. The Edison Charter Academy in San Francisco fired the Prairie Town !I 
fi company after a series of community protests, as well as accusations that school officials were BY JACQUEUNE EDMONDSON H 
0 Q [\ encouraging students in special education classes to transfer elsewhere. Even in Philadelphia, its Contested Policy \) 
g largest contract (20 schools), Edison was unable to create significant economies of scale. BY GUADALUPE SAN MIGUEL JR. ~ 

$1 Political Education ll 
V The concluding chapter of The Edison Schools delves into a broader discussion of ideological and BY CHRISTOPHER CRoss ;,·~! 
u ·' 

~ 



; 

economic conflicts over the purpose of public education. Informed by work of Bowles, Gin tis, and 
Giroux, Saltman makes a case for the benefits of public education insulated from the dictates of 
neoliberal functionalism. While Saltman has consulted an array of scholarly sources, The Edison 
Schools is essentially a journalistic account. The book's informal approach is highlighted by its 
frequent reliance on long and somewhat undigested newspaper quotations. While his book 
occasionally adopts a muckraking tone, Saltman thoroughly explains the reasoning behind his 
opposition to Edison schools. This passionate book will be welcome reading for parents, teachers, 
and students who are skeptical of the promise of corporate schooling. 
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Providing WWII Veterans free Honor 
Tours to Washington, D.C. 

Honor Flight West Central Florida is a 501(c)3 
non-profit organization created solely to honor 
America's Veterans for all their sacrifices. Our 
heroes are transported to Washington, D.C. to 
visit and reflect at their memorials. Priority is 
given to World War II Veterans, along with those 
other Veterans who may be terminally ill, 
followed by Korean, Vietnam and all others. 

With around 700 World War II Veterans dying 
nationally each day, the time to express our 
thanks to these brave men and women is 

running out. 

Help us honor these members of the 
"Greatest Generation." 

CFC#77887 



Honor Flight of West Central Florida 
is a Chapter of the National 

Honor Flight Network. 

For a Veteran and/or Guardian 
application, please visit 

www. honorflightwcf.org 

WE NEED YOUR 
FINANCIAL SUPPORT 

to keep these Honor Tours completely 
FREE for Veterans. Please donate today! 

DONATE YOUR TIME AS A VOLUNTEER 

CONTACW ..:.w~.""~ -·--~"" 

Honor Fli(ht of~st C ntraJ Florida . ... 

P.O. Box 55661 
St. Petersburg, FL 33732 

Email: lnfo«Phonorfllahtwd.org 
Web: www.honorflightwd.org 

Phone: 727-498-6079 
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